CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE RATING (Test Form – February 2015)
Contractor/Company Name:

Fire Name and Number:

Agreement Number:

Resource Type and Equipment ID
(Engine/Dozer/Water Tender/etc.)

Dates covered by this evaluation:

RATING FACTORS: If the Vendor performed other than Satisfactory (Unsatisfactory, Marginal, Very Good, or
Exceptional) the Evaluator shall document the rating in accordance with the Rating Guidelines in Exhibit E of the I-BPA.
In Summary:
 To justify an Unsatisfactory rating, identify multiple significant events in each category that the contractor had trouble overcoming
and state how it impacted the Government.
 To justify Marginal performance, identify a significant event in each category that the contractor had trouble overcoming and state
how it impacted the Government.
 To justify a Very Good rating, identify a significant event and state how it was a benefit to the Government. There should have been
no significant weaknesses identified.
 To justify an Exceptional rating, identify multiple significant events and state how they were of benefit to the Government. A singular
benefit, however, could be of such magnitude that it alone constitutes an Exceptional rating.

Quality of Service (How did the Contractor perform, document any noncompliance or performance issues) The Vendor’s
Quality of Service (knowledge of the job, physical condition of personnel, attitude, decisions under stress, initiative, use
of safe practices, crew organization, performance of resource, equipment organization/reliability, and supervisory
performance) on this incident was Satisfactory unless otherwise noted.

Timeliness (Did the Contractor meet Date and Time on Resource Order, perform work in a timely manner, demob timely)
The Vendor’s Timeliness on this incident was Satisfactory unless otherwise noted.

Business Relations (Did the Contractor perform in a business-like manner, complete administrative requirements timely)
The Vendor’s Business Relations (working with government personnel, working with other contractors/vendors, and
offline conduct) was Satisfactory unless otherwise noted.

Resource Leadership: (Contractor Signature)

Date:

Printed Name:

Phone Number:

Rated By: (Evaluator Signature)

Date:

Printed Name:

Phone Number:

Position on Incident:

Home Unit (address):

** EVALUATOR to RETURN A COMPLETED EVALUTION FORM TO FINANCE SECTION **

